
TFTD Tuesday 13 October 2020 from Hayley Matthews (All Hallows) 

2 Kings 6.1-23  & Acts 26.24-end 

I don’t know if you’ve ever heard the phrase, let’s kill them with kindness, but that’s exactly what 

Elisha is doing in our reading from Kings this morning. Beseiged by a large and powerful enemy who 

simply won’t give up, the King is relying entirely upon Elisha’s prophetic powers to lead them out of 

danger. Yet the King and his army are fairly convinced that this will mean that this would entail them 

beating down their enemy. It never occurs to them that there is another way to resolve the conflict 

and that that way is peaceable. 

Instead of giving them extra strength for the fight, God has Elisha lead the divinely blinded enemy 

right into their enemies camp – and then when their eyes are opened what do they do? Does Elisha 

tell them to take advantage of their enemy? Does he guide them off the edge of a cliff or even get 

the people to goad and laugh at them, for they must have felt pretty stupid stumbling into enemy 

territory like that and finding themselves completely surrounded. 

No, instead they are called to give them a reet good knees up, as they say in Yorkshire – they were to 

prepare a great feast for them – not even just ordinary hospitality but the sort of celebration you’d 

save for the winning of a war. It is such a wise word from the Lord for those men went back to Aram 

completely unable to turn their hands to war against their new-found friends and a King who had 

treated them so very well. 

Just like the King in Acts, whom Paul so skilfully persuades to consider the truth of Jesus’, he appeals 

the King’s better nature; ‘indeed, the King knows about these things… I am certain that none of 

these things has escaped his attention… I know that you believe’. Paul could have chosen to be 

arrogant; he could have shouted the King down given his was standing before him as a prisoner. 

Perhaps he could have called him a Gentile, an unbeliever or made his own credentials abundantly 

clear, given he was not only a Roman Citizen but an apostle of Christ. The King and Queen leave 

Paul’s presence more than willing to have released him, had he not gone to appeal. 

In both cases, most people would have turned on their aggressor, would have been defensive at 

least or even on the offensive, fighting back for their freedom. But each time God showed them how 

to appeal to their enemies higher nature. God showed them a different way, the way of friendship, 

of warm and lavish celebration even, and ultimately, of peace. 

 

Before we look at these questions please ensure that they do not lead you to walk back into toxic of 

dangerous relationship that could harm you. If one of those relationships or situations springs to 

mind then I recommend finding the prayer St Patrick’s Breastplate and using that instead of the 

questions below. 

• Let’s sit quietly before God and think about who are big enemies are. Maybe it’s an 

individual; maybe we’re at war politically or even with another group of believers who see 

things differently. Be honest, who are your enemies? 

• Let’s think about the good we can see in those individuals, groups or movements. The light 

of Christ is present in all people – what good gifts could we appeal to in their nature? 

• Let’s consider ways in which we could ‘put on a feast’. What could we do to bring these 

individuals or groups together with us – and how could we build good, lasting friendships 

with them that would enable us to lay down our weapons of war? 



• Let’s pray for our enemies, for those that spitefully use us and verbally malign us. Let’s pray 

that God’s loving kindness will enter their hearts, and grant them the peace they need in 

order to become people of peace. 

 

 


